Media Release

High speed motors and controllers unveiled at Hannover Fair.

maxon motor will be introducing new high speed DC motors and controllers at the Hannover fair.

Set to create a new benchmark for DC motor speed and quality are the new brushless DC motors from maxon motor. 22mm 60,000rpm and 35mNm are the characteristics of one new drive that will be released alongside new high power gearheads in 12mm through to 32mm diameter. The motors set new ground not only in performance but also in flexibility. Critical features of the motor include the ability to be adjusted, tweaked and altered online allowing the user to create the perfect motor for the job. A brushless DC motor that is extremely dynamic requires an equally dynamic motor controller, the EPOS 4 created with speed in mind has the most powerful characteristics of any motor control unit maxon has ever developed. The new products are set to create huge enthusiasm and can be seen for the first time at Hall 15 Stand D05.

For more information please contact +61 2 9457 7477 or visit maxon motor at the Hannover Fair website.
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